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BEST PRACTICE GUIDE

1.  Background and aim of the guide

This best practice guide is developed within the framework of the Leonardo da Vinci project called 
NEPCO. It describes 3 different approaches to supporting unemployed people in getting acces to the 
labour market – whilst focusing on the labour market competence needs as well. The activities take 
place within 3 different national and local frameworks. 

The aim of the guide is to give a fl avour of support initiatives that 3 countries have arranged in local 
areas. It is based upon information from each project partner, and it is built upon very general information 
about national and local conditions.
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The project “Labour market needs, professional profi les and competences” (NE.P.CO) appears to 
become an innovative and effective way to overcome the current crisis and promote social inclusion 
through the exchange of experiences that strengthen and reinforce the European labour market. The 
NEPCO project is included in the Leonardo da Vinci’s program; it is a two years project that started in 
August 2011 and it will last in July 2013, with the purpose of fi nding answers and solutions to the labour 
market needs, planning in advance the skills that should be developed in order to improve employability 
in the near future.

Through a close working and synergies between partners, the project will achieve a wide understanding 
of a real labour market needs, also defi ning job profi les, skills and qualifi cations needed in the short and 
long term that allows citizens to be better prepared for employment. The consortium aims to be a nexus 
between education, entrepreneurship and employability, promoting collaboration and joint participation 
in an exchange of experiences.

High levels of unemployment and the diffi culty of insertion in the labour market in some European areas, 
such as Valencia with a percentage above 20% unemployment, impact with countries like Denmark and 
Germany of just over 7% unemployment. The collaboration between these countries will be a powerful 
initiative for the acquisition of ideas, policies and effective methodologies that are going to be successful 
and to be a good help to them in these low rates of unemployment.

2. Introduction NE.P.CO project
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Partners:

1. The City Council of Valencia (Spain)
2. Randers Kommune – Center for Competence Development and Job rotation (Denmark) 
3. HARZ_AG - Initiative Region of Growth (Germany)

Objectives:

 To know the methods and instruments used in participating countries to diagnose labour market  
 characteristics.

 To identify through mobility and exchanges, the weak and strong sides of the project developed 
 from participating institutions for employment protection and promotion, by a wide perspective.

 To exchange needs, working methods, experiences and examples of a good practice in the fi eld 
 of strategies for inclusion in the labour market groups of people with diffi culties in employment, 
 as well as educational tools and training that permits to partner countries to reduce unemployment.

 To create and strengthening links between different actors involved in training and employment.

 To diagnose the specifi c needs of each participating country in relation to their interior labour 
 markets and to get ideas and strategies that will be effective in other contexts, considering the 
 local demand and the main sectors of each region.

 To promote the mobility of European workers to the areas of training and employment.

 To promote entrepreneurship and self-employment, with methodologies and programs exchange.
 To understand the adaptation of qualifi cations inside the European qualifi cations framework and 
 to defi ne the knowledge, skills and competencies of each participating country.

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢
➢
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The European project NE.P.CO is coordinated by the Employment Department of the City Council of 
Valencia, with the partnership of the Randers Kommune - Centre for Competence Development and 
Job rotation and Harz AG- Initiative Region of Growth, a regional initiative to stimulate the economic 
growth of Wernigerode’s Harz district in Germany.

City Council of Valencia. Employment Department

The Employment Department belongs to the City’s Employment, Information Society, Innovation and 
Entrepreneurial Projects Delegation, which works actively in a main line: it develops programs promoting 
people with special needs of employability.
Its main objective is to increase the employment with a higher quality, and this is developed through the 
Employment Area, by:

• Guidance Actions: it develops job search guidance, training and job placement actions, and all 
 this in order to provide global employment coverage to its participants.

• Training Actions: it includes interesting job-related courses; creating employment and training 
 programs which provide the knowledge for a specifi c profession and the chance to get experience 
 to facilitate the labour market access; Municipal plans of Training and local employment, which 
 may include training and non-work internships.

• Job Placement actions: through some programs for the recruitment of social groups with job 
 placement diffi culties: groups with social exclusion risk, young recent graduates, women, long-
 term unemployed and disabled people.

3. Partnership
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Randers Kommune - Centre for Competence Development and Jobrotation

The Centre for Competence Development and Job rotation is a Department within Randers Municipa-
lity. The area of Randers is moving from industrial workplace to workplaces with higher qualifi ed staff. 
It therefore works on improving low-skilled people's competences and at the same time to create job-
openings for high skilled people. The service sector and the public sector need qualifi ed staff in the fu-
ture. Randers Municipality works strategically on the concept "job rotation", which includes unemployed 
people as well as employed people.

Harz AG - Initiative Region of Growth

The Harz AG – Initiative Region of Growth is an organization of the Harz region which is situated 
at the former East German part of Germany. 
The economy has been suffering under the economical breakdown of the 90’s. The rate of unem-
ployment has been in the 90’s by about 25 to 30%. Slowly the structures which fell apart could 
be rebuilt. Within the local government reform at 2007 three smaller regions have been united to 
one Harz region which is now the biggest surface area of Germany. 
The Harz AG has been founded in 2003 to fi nd solutions concerning the problem the Harz re-
gion is facing. Therefore it develops new projects fostering the economic growth. Just for the 
department employment/education was initiated an EU project like the ECVET-Tour analyzing 
the growth of competences throughout the apprenticeship, or further projects to conquer the 
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4. Three best practice examples

4.a. Spanish example 
TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT PLANS “VALENCIA 2012”

Background and aim

In Europe, due to the economic crisis, the number of unemployed people has raised by 2 million to 
reach more than 25 million. The unemployment rate is up to 11.6% in the euro area and the youth 
unemployment rate reach 24%. In Spain those rate are up respectively to 24.9% and 51.4%.
Long- term unemployment is increasing and nearly one in two unemployed people have been without 
job for more than a year. Given the length of unemployment periods, the rapid restructuring of the 
economy and the diffi culties of fi nding a job, there is a risk that unemployment will become increasingly 
structural. Unemployment affects particularly young people, people with disabilities, women and other 
social groups, increasing the possibility of social exclusion and risk of poverty. In this context stimulating 
growth and promote the job insertion is crucial in order to contribute in the economy recovery and in the 
job creation. The public authorities can play an essential role adopting the right labor policies. 
In this context, and keeping in mind on the legal status of active employment policies that have been 
generated with current regulations from the European Strategy 2020 and the RD 1542/2011, of October 
31, approving the Spanish Employment Strategy 2012-2014, the project Training and Employment 
Plans VLC 2012 arises.

Time schedule 9 months.

Target group (who, how many, a specifi c age)

The project is oriented to support the social groups more affected by the crisis and with diffi culties in 
the social- labour insertion: women, people over 45 years old, long-term unemployed people, people 
with disabilities. 
In 2012, the project Training and Employment Plans VLC 2012 has had 215 participants.

Content of the activity

Since 2010, the diffi cult situation we are living, from the point of view of employment, has led to increase 
efforts in the fi ght against unemployment.
The City Council of Valencia, through the Employment Department, has taken steps to fi ght the crisis 
both in the economic and the social and labour spheres. So, the Employment Department realizes a 
number of Active Employment Policies with the aim of promoting various Training and Employment 
Plans for the citizens of Valencia, especially for young people. 
Unemployment affects mainly young people, particularly those seeking their fi rst professional experience. 
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It is essential that the Administration collaborates in this diffi cult task, both articulating programs that 
directly provide their fi rst job to young people, as training them. In these activities, the private company 
also takes an important role collaborating in the organization of traineeships for students. 
Priority actions are aimed at increasing the level of existing employment. With the main objective of 
youth employability, with them, our programs are aimed at other groups who also have diffi cult in the 
socio-labour insertion: women, people over 45 years old, long-term unemployed people, people with 
disabilities. 
It is the purpose of these Plans (since 2010) to break down the barriers encountered by all these groups 
with training, awareness and the fall of stereotypes, promoting business practices through agreements 
with companies and job-training programs. 
One of the main objectives is to offer unemployed people a qualitative professional training, according 
to what is demanded by companies, enabling them to achieve their professional integration or 
reintegration. Currently, we offer training based on professional certifi cates regulated by the Public 
Employment Service. During the year 2012, it was created a support system to companies that occupy 
participants of the various plans, and support for people who decide to start a business activity on their 
own, encouraging in this way entrepreneurship. 
Moreover, all sectors have destroyed jobs. However, there are New Sources of Employment (NSE) 
to be promoted and “exploted”. The types of employment that the Employment Department seeks to 
promote are: 

The Service Sector of daily life:

- Home services: preparation and distribution of meals, support and other services at home to the 
 elderly. 
- The new technologies of information and communication 

The improvement of life services:

- The improvement of housing: housing rehabilitation, maintenance.

The leisure and cultural services:

- The development of cultural heritage: creation and restoration of cultural sites.
- The local cultural development: activities for recovery of resources and for local cultural activities 
 such as folklore, crafts, Arts-crafts, etc.. 
- Sport education and sport for health
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Environmental services:

- The protection and maintenance of natural areas: activities of protection and maintenance of 
 natural areas and the creation and management of parks and natural reserves. 

Training for employment is the most effective weapon to fi ght unemployment and to give us more 
opportunities to fi nd work. Furthermore, training provides an increase in social skills, self-esteem and 
gives participants more preparation when dealing with your job search. 

The Training and Employment Plans in 2012 have been the following:

1. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “YOU HAVE WOOD” (addressed to young people < 
 30 years old)
2. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012  “ACCOMMODATION: WAITER/WAITRESS IN 
 RESTAURANT-BAR” (addressed to young people < 30 years old)
3. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “WAITER/WAITRESS IN RESTAURANT-BAR” 
 (addressed to people > 45 years old)
4. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “MAID FOR HOTELS”
5. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “SOCIAL AND HEALTH CARE OF PEOPLE AT 
 HOME”
6. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012  “HOUSEHOLD WORK”
7. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “SALESMEN”
8. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “SMALL APPLIANCES REPAIR”
9. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “LOCAL TOURISM PROMOTION AND TOURISTIC 
 INFORMATION”
10. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012  “TRADITIONAL DRESS”
11. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “FIRST AID COURSE IN NATURAL AQUATIC 
 AREAS”
12. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “FIRST AID COURSE IN AQUATIC FACILITIES”
13. Training and Employment Plan, VLC 2012 “COMMUNICATION WITH THE CONSUMER AND 
 NEW TECHNOLOGIES”

Otherwise, during the development of the different plans, the participants have been provided with 
other kind of disciplines, like English, Career Guidance, Equal Opportunities, Computer Literacy, Social 
Skills, Health and Safety and Environmental Awareness.

Additionally, the City Council of Valencia offers fi nancial support for “Employment” and “Self-Employment” 
of Participants in the Training and Employment Plans
It aims to promote the employability of participants in Training and Employment Plans, establishing 
fi nancial assistance to support their employment either through employment and self-employment.
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Financial Support for “Employment”

Benefi ciaries: Companies that have hired people who have participated or are participating in any of  
  the Training and Employment Plans.

Requirements: The person hired must have participated in any of the Training and Employment Plans 
  promoted by the Employment Department of the City of Valencia. They must be registered 
  in the city of Valencia.

Duties:  Maintaining employment created for, at least, six months or a year, depending on the 
  type of contract.
Amounts:
- € 5,000 for one-year contracts full time. If the person hired is younger than 30 years or older than 
 45 years, the amount will be € 6,000.
- € 3,000 for one-year contracts part-time. If the person hired is younger than 30 years or older 
 than 45 years, the amount will be € 4,000.
- € 2,500 for six-month contracts full time. If the person hired is younger than 30 years or older 
 than 45 years, the amount will be € 3,000.
- € 1,500 for six-month contracts, part-time. If the person hired is younger than 30 years or older 
 than 45 years, the amount will be € 2,000.

Financial Support for “Self-Employment” insertion

Benefi ciaries: Participants who have been involved in any of the Training and Employment Plans, and 
  have started a business.

Requirements: They must be registered in the city of Valencia.

Duties: Maintaining the professional activity for at least one year.

Amounts: € 5,000 for self-employment.

Budget: The Training and Employment Plans are funded only by municipal budget:
- Training and Employment Plans:  649.538,12 €
- Financial support for “Employment” and “Self-Employment”:  158.472 €

Project manager and partners involved:

City Council of Valencia as project manager, and trade unions, with representation in the City Council 
of Valencia, in the selection process.

Results achieved
• Achievement of personal skills that enable the person to face the job search in a more autonomous 
 and effi cient way
• Increase of specifi c training and professional qualifi cation.
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4.b. German example (IdA – Integration through exchange)

Background and aim:

In Germany in the past it has been seen that especially among the young people was a high rate of 
unemployment. A special problem was the gap between the end of school and the beginning of an 
apprenticeship/ vocational training or studies or other activities like a voluntary social year. When the 
young people did not manage to take the next step but either did not fi nd an apprenticeship or failed 
the one they began or studies – it was hard for them to end up in a qualifi ed employment. Mostly these 
young people start an “educational institution carrier”. For these young people the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Employment started a program called Integration through exchange (IdA). This program 
is supposed to boost up the chances of vocational training and – or a qualifi ed employment into the 
labour market. Just through the sending of these young people into a foreign country and an internship 
lasting from four weeks up to a quarter of a year. 
So IdA is supposed to provide help in fi nding an entry into the labor market for disadvantaged young 
people. 

Timeschedule:

First the participants have to arrive at the project. The next step is essential - to develop group dyna-
mics under the attendee because they will jointly got abroad. The preparation time takes depending on 
the fi nal destination – which are in the Harz region either Plymouth in England or Salzbourg Country in 
Austria - 3 months for England and 6 weeks for Austria. The preparation time is supposed to help the 
attendant to handle the stay abroad. So the language competences as well as other competences will 
be developed. Often the participants have a wide range on personal problems like debts, diffi culties 
within their family and so on. So the staff of the project is preparing them concerning their competences 
and skills on one hand on the other hand is helping to fi nd solutions for a better personnel preparation 
for the time in the foreign country. The stay abroad takes at least 1 month up to 3 months.

Target group (who, how many, a specifi c age(?), gender

The target group is disadvantaged young people stuck on a certain educational level. They should not 
be older than 32 years. The IdA program is fi nanced by the European Union and co-fi nanced by the 
Germany Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. Nevertheless has the regional partner to co-
fi nance each participant so either the Federal Employment Agency or the Jobcenter of the Harz region 
has to co-fi nance each participant. So each participant will be checked by economical aspects – is that 
project with its contents the right project for the CV of a participant-to-be. 

Disadvantaged means in any kind of limitation physical and- or mental and- or long term unemployment. 

1. For long term unemployed who haven`t had the chance into next educational level. Young peo
 ple between school and vocational training, studying and employment who have not become a 
 skilled worker or a student in vocational training with a proper contract of employment have the 
 chance through a time abroad to get to the next level of education. 
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2. For young people who have a qualifi ed educational training but have not found an entry into the 
 labour market and are threatened by permanent unemployment. 

Content of the activitiy:

The Coordination and Organization of the project partners abroad and in Germany for fi nding qualifi ed 
internships for the participants. Cooperating in Finding out which kind of professional experiences in 
a special fi eld the young people have. Selection and preperation of the attendants for the time abroad 
collecting group experiences and cultural knowledge of the region. Helping to develop their persona-
lity and solve problems of the past through pedagogical company. Increase of competences of each 
attendant. Choice in which company the attendant would like to work abroad – fi nding the right place 
to work and stay for each participant. Realization of the stay abroad together with the foreign partner 
organization. Ensure the sustainability for each attendent.

Project manager and partners involved:

IdA can just operate as network. This network exists out of the regional Jobcenter and the Federal Em-
ployment Agency which are essential partners and have to provide fi nancial aid as already explained. 
Other partners can be the chambers and important people who act as ambassadors for this transna-
tional project. Further on is at least one transnational partner organization necessary. Here in the Harz 
region the project has two partner organizations as already explained.

Results achieved

Here in our region have since 2009 participated 200 young people the IdA project. It can be seen that af-
ter 6 month of IdA almost 2/3 of the participants are within employment or vocational training or studies. 
So the success rate is high compared to other projects government-aided. Further on is an increase 
of competences to register which is result of a questioning of the attendants. Above all the participants 
could see an increase in the choices of employment and readiness for vocational training. The mobility 
of each participants increases as well. When in former times a job offer 50 km away has been too far 
after a stay in Great Britain it is not that far any more.
Help by implementing this German transnational mobility program within the European Union for the 
coming funding period 2014 – 2020. 
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4.c Danish example – Jobrotation for nurses in the municipality 

Background and aim

The labour market situation in Denmark is currently characterized by an unemployment rate around 6%. 
Meanwhile among young, recently educated personsthe unemployment rate is quite higher. 
The hospitals in Denmark are as a mainrule administrated by the Regions and they are fi nanced by 
taxmoney. The rehabilitation of patients leaving the hospitals and the generel care around elderly 
citizens are run and administrated by the municipalities.This means that there is a close cooperation 
between the regions and the municipalities and the regions. And currently the municipalities are taking 
over a lot of the hospitals tasks, which means that the demand for highly qualifi ed staff is increasing.
These different conditions led Randers municipality to the decision to develop and carry through a 
jobrotation project for nurses. The basic idea was to establish further education activities for the nurses 
while newly educated nurses worked as substitutes.

Timeschedule

The projcet was planned during springtime 2011, and the project activities took place from June 2011- 
august 2012

Target group 

120 nurses working for the municipality of Randers
19 former unemployed and typically recently educated nurses worked as substitutes

Content of the activitiy

The training schemes for the nurses consisted of 7 weeks full time training. The received a diploma 
as a part of a further education scheme equivalent to bachelor level. They participated to the training 
activities in teams of 19 persons. This meant that 7 teams took part in the training during a period of 11 
months.
The nurses that worked as substitutes were hired for a period of 11 months. Before they started working 
as substitutes they were prepared for the job through an indtroduction programme and a 4 weeks period 
of ptractice on the job.

Project manager and partners involved

The project was carried through in a close cooperation between:
- Randers Municipality´s department for health and elderly care
- The nurses trade union
- The further education centre VIA university College
- Jobcenter Randers
- Center for competence development and jobrotation
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Results achieved

120 nurses were further qualifi ed to handle more complex treatments of the ill and elderly citizens. 19 
unemployed nurses achieved a period in real jobs. And most of them continued having a job after the 
period as substitutes

Financial aspects of the activities:

The fi nancial aspects of jobrotationssystems in Denmark are quite complicated. In the case of the 
nureses project you fi nd the followig key fi gures:

Salaries for 19 substitutes nurses during 11 months  1.200.000 euro
Payment for further education for 120 nurses      120.000 euro
State compensation for jobrotation substitutes     800.000 euro
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In the following description similarities and differences between the three best practice examples are 
described. 

Similarities: 

-  The aim is to meet labour market needs and to provide unemployed people acces to the 
 labour  market by widening their competences and their personal horizon of possibilities
 Young unemployed people is a specifi c focus group

- The activities are supported by  EU or national fi nancement

-  The activities are organized in the local area

-  Support structures (Valencia Municipality, Randers Municipality and the Harz AG) play a key 
 role in developing, organizing and supporting the activities

Differences:

- The Spanish example has a very broad target group whereas the German and the Danish aim  
 at more specifi c groups

- The German and the Spanish examples aim at acces to the private sector labour market whereas 
 the Danish examples aims at the public sector

- The Danish example has employed as well as unemployed people as its target group, whereas 
 Spain and Germany focus on unemployed people

5.  Synthesis and comparison of the examples
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6.  Conclusion

The three examples mentioned above demonstrate 3 different approaches to meeting the labour market 
needs in local areas, focusing on how to mobilize unemployed (young) people to get acces to the labour 
market. They also show, that national fi nancement and support structures around the activities are 
compulsory to carry through development activities for unemployed.

The best practice examples are embedded in the context of a Leonardo da Vinci project called 
NEPCO. During the project period the project partners have had the opportunity to study the local and 
governmental framework around training/education, labour market and tools to combat unemployment. 
This best practice guide is focusing on the examples as such – leaving the different national frameworks 
in the background. A deeper study of the conditions and the results of the best practice example could 
have built stronger conclusions. But because of the NEPCO projects limits this has not been possible. 
Meanwhile it could be of great interest to investigate this area through a further development of the 
NEPCO activities in a more resourceful EU-programme.

7.  Perspectives


